
CODING

Accelerate your digital transformation initiatives 
with an easy-to-use, no-code platform

Sigga Empower is the only software application platform that delivers a true no-code 

experience for integration with SAP.  Enable agile teams to create apps, deploy 

quickly, adapt iteratively and scale rapidly completely without programming. 



Benets

Deploy Sigga’s proven solution in use 

by thousands of users. The Sigga 

solution provides for quick realization of 

productivity and efciency gains for a 

rapid return-on-investment.  

Enable thousands of users to access 

thousands of database tables to support 

complex workows. Unlike SAP standard 

integrations, the Sigga proprietary 

integration technology is proven to be 

trustworthy and stable in the face of high 

trafc and slow networks.

Build apps for a wide range of use 

cases and data sources. Originally 

designed for complex maintenance 

workows, the building blocks cover a 

wide range of business rules and 

process steps. You can incorporate 

data from asset master data, manuals, 

and more.

The Sigga integration automation 

engine offers extensive data conict 

management and on-demand data 

transfer capabilities to consolidate 

high volumes of data with interactive 

online and ofine synchronization to 

ensure “one version of the truth” 

across operations.

Cloud native architecture enables easy 

scaling while the high-performance 

SAP integration method reconciles 

data across multiple on-prem & cloud 

SAP instances.

High performance data exchange

Highly flexible

Advanced data conflict 
management

 Industry proven Mobile EAM 
application included

Scale across Enterprise globally

The platform can reliably manage more data, more users, and more complex workows.

 Enterprise Performance 

Any user without any SAP knowledge 

can complete the SAP integration with 

just a few clicks.

Easily create a library of integrations 

with additional SAP services and 

process automation systems.

Sigga's integration automation engine to 

SAP has been optimized over the last 

decade and proven in customer sites 

around the globe. 

Proprietary SAP integration Sigga Bot Library Tested in real-world use

Sigga Empower is the only platform offering TRUE no-code integration with SAP.

Proprietary no-code integration automation engine

Empower agile teams to create new 

routines and cut out the delay and costs of 

customizations. Our unique no-code 

deployment method fully enables the 

power of agile methodologies to make 

quick, small changes, live test, and iterate.

No coding needed



“20 years ago, Romeu Sciotta and I founded this company to help organizations evolve their 

maintenance processes in a faster and easier way. We personally know how difcult and 

risky change can be, so we have dedicated our teams, our processes and our technologies 

to the unique challenges of digital transformation for asset-intensive industries.”

Warley Borges

Sigga Chief Executive Ofcer

With deep expertise in the challenges of 

SAP integration, Sigga engineers 

developed the rst, true, no-code 

integration technology with SAP. In 

addition to SAP Certication, the 

technology is recognized as a model of 

superior integration and respect for SAP 

business rules.

Intuitive, drag and drop screen 

designer enables users to create and 

go live with area-specic apps to digitize 

and automate tasks. The UI fully hides 

the complexity of the data sources.

SAP PM integration –  includes over 

200 ready-to-use, no-code integrations 

with SAP PM.

Extensible – you can easily add no-code 

integrations for additional SAP data, 

services, process automation, and more.

Native app design provides greater 

usability, responsiveness, performance, 

security, and ofine data access.

Auto sync – data captured ofine is 

automatically sync’d, and data conicts 

resolved without user interruption.

The Sigga Mobile EAM solution 

provides the full functionality of an EAM 

system from a mobile-rst standpoint. 

More than 20 complex ERP screens are 

consolidated into one intuitive mobile 

workow.

As a software platform and solution 

provider with a long history of providing 

professional services and support, we are 

uniquely experienced to help your 

organization from consultation through 

solution adoption.

SAP experts

Simple user interface Library of bots for no-code 
integrations

Mobile-first design

Designing for mobile experiences End-to-end support

Platform key features:

With deep expertise in maintenance processes, Sigga provides a unique combination of 

implementation knowledge and technology innovation to accelerate your digital transformations while 

avoiding disruptions to your operations.

Real-world innovation and execution



Designed natively for cloud deployments 

with a congurable, scalable technology 

architecture that adapts to customers of 

any size or industry and enables 

seamless online and ofine access.

Cloud scalability

Schedule a demo today. sigga.com

TECHNOLOGIES

High-performance, reliable data 

exchange method - proven in use by 

thousands of concurrent users.

Sigga proprietary integration technology with SAP

Automatic data conict resolution – 

eliminates data discrepancies for 

reliable insights.

Compliance checks - automatically 

validates app modications for SAP 

business and compliance rules.

Access data across SAP instances – 

automatic data reconciliation from 

multiple instances of SAP regardless if 

on-prem or cloud versions.
Sigga EAM Empower 

Includes full EAM application for mobilizing 

maintenance & repair processes.

Deployment options:

Networking and Security features:

Solution integration environments: Mobile device compatibilities:

Specications:

Sigga Cloud for scalability and low 

cost of ownership

Ÿ Wi-Fi or cellular data connectivity 

Ÿ Encryption (HTTPS/AES-256 bits) 

Ÿ Data management for privacy  

Ÿ Identity and role-based access 
controls 

Ÿ SSO (SAML, Oauth)  

The platform includes a library of 

ready-to-use, no-code integrations 

with SAP PM.

Open and extensible, the platform 

enables you to create your personal 

service library importing other native 

SAP services or creating custom 

services.

SAP Silver Partner; SAP Certied 

solution compatible with SAP ERP 6 or 

greater, including SAP S/4HANA.

iPad, iPhones for most recent OS 

versions.

Android Smartphones and Tablets for 

most recent OS versions.

Sigga guarantees the continued 

compatibility with future versions of 

mobile devices or operating systems 

for Android and iOS.

Ÿ Authentication (AD, SAP User) 

Ÿ 24x7 Security Operations Center 

Ÿ Static and dynamic software 
security analysis  

Ÿ SAP Certied Solution Best 
Practices Compliance 


